






CLA VAL
RP I/ RPI-EX

SIZE
2”, 2 1/2”, 3”, 4”, 6”, 8”, 10”

DESCRIPTION
This is a reduced pressure assembly.  The assembly was produced from approximately 1978
to 1990.  The 2 1/2”-10” valve consists of two fused epoxy coated cast iron body toggle lever
check valves and a bronze body differential relief valve.  The 2” size has a bronze body check
valve.  There are two styles of check rubber discs and the serial numbers are needed to order
the correct parts.  Assemblies produced after 1986 are the RP1-EX design.  The repair parts
are the same as the RP1 series.  The difference in the two models was the repositioning of the
relief valve section below the first check body in the RP1-EX version.  The RP1-EX was
discontinued in 1990.  The RP1 and RP1-EX series used the CDHS 20 relief valve section
which can be detached from the check body.  The relief valve spring was not contained when
the relief valve body was disassembled.  Most internal hardware parts in the R.V. are made of
stainless steel.  The R.V. utilizes a single external sensing line.  Check and relief seats are
replaceable on the assembly.  A seat removal tool is needed to replace the check seats.  The
RP1 and RP1-EX models utilize the 3081 toggle lever check design.  Check springs are not
contained when the cover is removed.  Most internal check hardware parts are made of
bronze.

BASIC REPAIR KIT
The repair kit contains all rubber discs, rolling diaphragm, diaphragm, gaskets, O-rings,
washers, and cover seals.

SIZE KIT NO
   2” RP1200 *
2 1/2” RP1250 *
   3” RP1300 * 
   4” RP1400 *
   6” RP1600 *
   8” RP1800 *
  10” RP1001 *

IMPORTANT FEATURES
~2” has a bronze body
~2 1/2”-10” has a fused epoxy coated cast iron body
~All seats are replaceable
~Springs are not contained
~Detachable relief valve assembly
~Serial numbers are needed to order some parts
~Factory repair information enclosed
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CLA VAL D
CLA VAL D-EX

SIZE
2”, 2 1/2”, 3”, 4”, 6”, 8”, 10”

DESCRIPTION
These models are both double check assemblies.  The valve was produced from
approximately 1958-1990.  The 2” valve is of bronze body construction. The 2 1/2”-
10” size is a cast iron body with a fused epoxy coating.  The checks are the 3081
toggle lever type as used in the RP1 series.  The model D and D-EX use the same
internal parts.  Check seats are replaceable.  A seat removal tool is needed to change
the seats.  Check springs are not contained when the cover is removed.  The serial
number is needed to order some repair parts.  Most internal hardware parts are made
of bronze.

BASIC REPAIR KIT
The repair kit contains all rubber discs, cover seals, O-rings, and washers.

SIZE KIT NO
 2” D00200 *

2 1/2” D00250 *
 3” D00300 * 
 4” D00400 *
 6” D00600 *
 8” D00800 *

 10” D00001 *

IMPORTANT FEATURES
~2” bronze body

~2 1/2”-10” has a cast iron fused epoxy coating

~Replaceable check seats

~Springs are not contained

~Serial number is needed to order some parts

~Factory repair information enclosed
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CLA VAL 16
CLA VAL 16-4

SIZE
3”, 4”, 6”, 8”, 10”

DESCRIPTION
Both models are double check detector assemblies.  Production of the Model 16 was
from approximately 1980-1990.  The Model 16-4 began in 1991 and was dis-
continued in 2003.  In the Model 16 the main valve utilizes an assembly similar to the
Model D/DEX.  The bypass valve on both models utilizes the 3/4” D2 or Wilkins 950
XL. The serial number of the main valve unit is needed to order some repair parts.
The Model 16-4 main valve utilizes the D-4 design.

BASIC REPAIR KIT
Main valve repair kit contains all rubber discs, cover gaskets, and washers

MODEL 16 MODEL 16-4
SIZE  KIT NO  KIT NO
 3”  D00300 *   D40250 *
 4”  D00400 *  D40400 *
 6”  D00600 *  D40600 *
 8”  D00800 *  D40800 *
 10”  D00001 *  D40001 *

Bypass repair kit contains all rubber discs, O-rings, washers, and gasket

      SIZE  KIT NO
Cla Val D2 3/4”  D20100 *
Wilkins 950 XL 3/4”  RK34-950XLR

IMPORTANT FEATURES
~Mainline assembly see Cla Val D/DEX
~Bypass assembly see Cla Val D2 3/4”
~Factory repair information enclosed
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CLA VAL 18
CLA VAL 18-4

SIZE
3”, 4”, 6”, 8”, 10”

DESCRIPTION
This model is a reduced pressure detector assembly.  The Model 18 was produced
from 1989-1990.  The Model 18-4 began production in 1991 and was discontinued in
2003.  The Model 18 utilized a mainline assembly similar to the RP1EX.  The Model
18-4 utilized an assembly similar to the RP4.  The serial number of the main
assembly is needed to order certain repair parts.  The bypass assembly was either the
Cla Val RP2 or the Wilkins 975 XL.

BASIC REPAIR KIT
Mainline unit repair kit contains all rubber discs, diaphragm, bellofram, cover seals,
O-rings, and washers.

 18 18-4
SIZE KIT NO KIT NO
 3” RP1300*  RP4250 *
 4” RP1400* RP4400 *
 6” RP1600* RP4600 *
 8” RP1800* RP4800 *

 10” RP1001* RP4001 *

Bypass repair kit contains all rubber discs, O-rings, washers, gasket, diaphragm, and
bellofram.

SIZE KIT NO
    Cla Val 3/4” RP2 RP2100 *
  Wilkins 975 XL 3/4” RK34-975XLR

IMPORTANT FEATURES
~Main line assembly see RP4
~Bypass assembly see RP2 3/4”
~Factory repair information enclosed
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CLA VAL 27
CLA VAL 27-4

SIZE
2 1/2”, 3”, 4”, 6”, 8”, 10”

DESCRIPTION
Both models are a two check pressure vacuum breaker.  Production of the Model 27
was from approximately 1975-1990.  The Model 27-4 began in 1991 and was dis-
continued in 2001.  The Model 27 consists of a Model D or the DEX double check
assembly with a spring loaded air inlet installed on the downside of the #2 check.
The serial number is needed to order some repair parts.  The Model 27-4 consists of a
Model D-4 double check assembly with a spring loaded air inlet installed on the
downside of the #2 check.

BASIC REPAIR KIT
The check repair kit contains all rubber discs, cover gaskets, O-rings, and washers

MODEL 27 MODEL 27-4
SIZE   KIT NO    KIT NO
2 1/2”  D00250 *  D40250 *
 3”  D00300 *  D40250 *
 4”  D00400 *  D40400 *
 6”  D00600 *  D40600 *
 8”  D00800 *  D40800 *
 10”  D00001 *  D40001 *

If the air inlet needs repair, parts are available as follows:

KIT NO
float assembly 76546B 
float spring 76549F 
float disc 76547K

IMPORTANT FEATURES
~See Model D/DEX
~Factory repair information enclosed
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